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attract the right bugs
On the cover: The former exterior atrium in this Sharon Heights
townhouse now soars 20 feet, with stairways open to the light.
Photograph by Dasja Dolan.
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Sharon Heights townhouse gets a new look
by Susan Golovin / photos by Dasja Dolan

S

ix years after she moved into her four-story townhouse,
Cynthia Schreuder remodeled the kitchen. Ten years
later, she decided to do a more extensive renovation,
which included incorporating an exterior atrium into the
house and updating the downstairs living room, the office
on the third floor and the fourth-floor hall, guest room and
bathroom.
“I had been cleaning this atrium for 18 years, and it was
unusable space,” Schreuder says. Now the 120-square-foot
area provides a comfortable and elegant parlor and a powder room. The glass-domed space, which soars to about
20 feet, is the center of the home and therefore enhances
the adjacent dining room and all the areas that view it
from above. The staircases, previously enclosed, have been
opened to the view.

The formerly unusable atrium space, left, is now a cozy parlor
that connects to the dining room, above. The dining room
incorporates family heirlooms.

The floors in this entry/parlor area are cream-colored
Italian marble with burnt-orange border, 18-inch squares
set on the diagonal.
“The marble is also used on the risers of the red oak stairs
to help with flow,” she says.
The floor in the new powder room has a reverse design
from the one in the parlor. The room features a sink, surrounded by a custom marble slab, set into a full dresser that
Schreuder purchased from Selby House in Menlo Park.
“The dining room is the smallest and darkest room,”
Schreuder, who served as her own interior designer, says.
This is why she had her contractor fabricate a wall of mirrors that brings in light from the kitchen. Also, a cleverly
placed painting with perspective that draws you in, is placed
opposite the cherry-lined entrance, thus giving the room
depth. Persian rugs in the dining room and seating area provide continuity. The assorted mahogany dining-room chairs
are treasured pieces from Schreuder’s grandmother.
“We curved and smoothed the walls and used arches
whenever possible,” Schreuder says, explaining that she
(continued on next page)
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wanted to achieve a Mediterranean feel. The customdesigned wrought-iron staircase railings with their swirling
design, topped in bronze, contribute to this effect. Schreuder
says that she decided to keep crown moldings to a minimum
since “there’s a lot of architecture going on.”
Schreuder had the solid wall that boxed in the stairs to

the downstairs living room removed because “it felt like a
tomb.” A built-in cherry-wood bar, backed by mirrors and
overhung with a grape-motif wooden arch she found in
a catalog, is at the bottom of the stairs. The marble floor
here segues seamlessly into red oak as you enter the living
room.
“We removed the big old hulking fireplace and replaced
it with a sleek, remote-controlled gas fireplace surrounded
by slab marble,” she says.
Up one floor from the seating area is
Schreuder’s office. An 8-foot by 4-foot mirror
on this landing was fabricated for the space, its
frame echoing the dining room entry. A large
glass chandelier adds drama. The entry to the
office is a door-less arch. Inside, a leather and
mahogany screen, decorated with inlaid chess
boards, can be used for privacy. Again, a fireplace was removed, making room for the cherry
cabinetry that lines the room.
“We raised the ceiling about 6 inches and put
in a soffit with LED lighting,” she says.
A wall of cherry closets lines the corridor on
the fourth floor which connects the two bedrooms. “The bronze handles are from France
and cost as much as the doors,” she says. From
this perspective you look directly out the windows that comprise the dome. They can be used
for ventilation since they are remotely controlled

The powder-room vanity began as a dresser from Selby House in Menlo
Park, now topped with a custom marble slab.

(continued on page 9)
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A Kitchen with Personality!
LET US DESIGN ONE FOR YOUR PERSONALITY TOO

Custom Designed by Ingrid Curran

Fine custom made cabinetry for traditional and contemporary interiors.

KITCHENS OF LOS ALTOS
 -AIN 3TREET s ,OS !LTOS
650 948-7420
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Owner, Ingrid Curran
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Four Generations of Professional Tree Care
in the San Francisco Bay Area

Seymour P. McClenahan, Circa 1911

S.P McClenahan Company is one of the
largest and one of the oldest family owned
arboricultural ﬁrms servicing the private
sector in Northern California. Founded
in 1911 with the steadfast dedication to
principles of integrity and quality tree care
practices, our customers continue to select
S.P. McClenahan with the same conﬁdence
as they have for over a century.
McClenahan’s operations include
consultation, diagnosis, appraisal, pruning,
removal, disease and pest management,
planting, bracing, cabling, cavity
repair, treatment of root crown disease,
fertilization and aeration.

Seymour S. McClenahan, Woodside, Ca., Circa 1935

1 Arastradero Road,
Portola Valley

Henry I. McClenahan,
Hearst Estate in Wyntoon, Ca., Circa 1932

James, John, Joshua McClenahan,
Filoli Center in Woodside, Ca., 2011

650.326.8781
www.spmcclenahan.com

Scan to learn more
about our services
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and have screens. A remodeled guest bathroom
features fossilized marble and cherry cabinetry.
“I did want molding in the guest bedroom
because it makes it cozy,” Schreuder says. The
red oak floor and Windsor windows are new.
“This is the only room that faces the street,”
she says. Another window faces the indoor
view of the rooms below. Schreuder calls it the
“Juliette door” because it sports a wrought-iron
mini-balcony. H&G
Resources:
Architect: Brian Peters, Redwood City,
650-366-5120
Contractor: Clarum Homes, Palo Alto,
www.clarum.com/about, 650-322-7069
Year house built:
Goal of project:
Update and create a sitting 1991
area on the first floor
Size of home:
2,700 sq. ft.
Unanticipated issues:
The floors were uneven,
Time to complete:
so making the wood-tomarble transitions seamless One year
was a challenge.

The ceiling in the upstairs study was raised 6 inches and a fireplace removed
to make room for the wall of cherry cabinets.

T

HERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR EXPERIENCE
AND WE HAVE BEEN IN THE BUSINESS FOR
MORE THAN  YEARS /UR CRAFTSMEN HAVE A
THOROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF MODERN SURFACE
COATINGS AND APPLICATION TECHNIQUES

“A sincere thank you to the crew, that did such
a fabulous job painting our home. We are
thrilled with the outcome.”

Lic.# 803672

Get a FREE, no pressure quote. Call us today!

- Janice & Orlin Marcus (Portola Valley Residents)

Serving the peninsula for over 23 years.

W W W - C $ E R M A I D 0 A I N T I N G  C O M
 3AN !NTONIO 2OAD 5NIT * 0ALO !LTO s 
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Family adds upstairs room for kids to gather
by Carol Blitzer / photos by Dasja Dolan

V

alerie and Tim Nichols spent a good five years in their
Los Altos tract home before they started channeling
Sarah Winchester.
But instead of fighting off ghosts, the Nichols were simply accommodating their home to their expanding family,
as well as adding a sense of style.
In 2002 they gutted the kitchen and added a family room,
covered porch, laundry room, exercise room plus master
bedroom suite. A few years later they swapped their living
and dining rooms, locating their large round table in front
of the fireplace and the comfy living-room seating near
the large windows. Then they added a pool and landscaped
front and back.
This time they wanted to add a game room to satisfy the
social needs of teenage kids.
So, they re-convened their design team and pushed back
and up, with a new bathroom downstairs, near the backdoor
and easily serving wet swimmers, and a large room (452
square feet) upstairs where teens can gather, do homework
or have sleepovers.
Colors in the new spaces echo the yellow, orange and
green in the public spaces downstairs. One wall is wallpapered in broad stripes of a creamy taupe, lime and silver.
The lime is picked up in a crocodile-textured backsplash
behind the CaesarStone counter that serves as a docking
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The new upstairs game room is a gathering spot
for teens, with its bright colors, big-screen TV,
game station, bookcase and docking station for
laptops. A small refrigerator holds snacks.

station for computers and games.
“Each kid brings a laptop,” Nichols says, pointing to the
row of electric plugs, with all the wires hidden behind a
panel.
A favorite part of the new room is the game station (really
a computer that’s been programmed to play old games, such
as Pong) with its own arcade-like cabinet. And a bookcase,
also backed with the lime wallpaper, holds plenty of games
and books.
A 60-inch TV dominates one end of the room, which can
be viewed from the orange leather couch from Room and
Board, the orange and lime bean bags on the floor or the
lime cushions on the windowseat.
Many of the furnishings came from Room and Board,
including the chairs near the narrow Corian-topped table
and the rug that ties all the colors together.
Valerie Nichols credits interior designer Sarah Ray with
keeping the home cohesive, even with plenty of change.
“She does most of the legwork. We talk about ideas, colors,” Nichols says, crediting Ray with finding just the right
tiles and paint colors.
A small refrigerator and trash are built into a corner
cabinet.
(continued on page 13)
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Gold and light-blue glass tiles and a blue/silver-stained
maple vanity highlight the new bathroom, located near the
base of the stairs.

A Corian-topped game table is ideal for quiet board games. Chairs are
from Room and Board.

Making The Difference For You...

■

Extensive Neighborhood Knowledge

■

Creative, Resourceful, Connected

■

Exceptional Service

■

Dedicated Advocate

■

Trusted Partner

650.201.1010
Dan.Ziony@CBNorCal.com

Dan Ziony

CA DRE #01380339

Serving buyers and sellers in Palo Alto, Menlo Park, Atherton,
Portola Valley, Woodside, Los Altos, Los Altos Hills and other
Peninsula communities for more than a decade

www.DanZiony.com
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Check out the free items, videos,
events, cool facts and other fun ways
you can celebrate with us!

www.cityofpaloalto.org/utilities
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“The original thought was (there would be) not a lot of
eating up here,” Nichols says. “We want our son to come
down so we can see him. Otherwise, he’s up here for hours
at a time.”
The couple briefly considered adding a closet — making
it a true “bedroom” — but “it would feel smaller. Coming
up the stairs, it visually makes it feel larger,” she adds.
The new downstairs bathroom boasts sophisticated gold
and light-blue glass tiles on the wall opposite the door. The
maple vanity is stained blue/silver gray, with a one-piece
Corian sink and vanity top and large travertine floor tiles.
The Nichols were very happy to get rid of the pink
marble in the second bathroom that was remodeled this
time around.
“With orange next door, I was happy to get a very neutral
bath,” she says.
But neutral doesn’t mean boring.
Large marble squares line the floor, with a slab of marble
on the counter, which is topped by a shallow, rectangular
white sink. Ann Sacks tile (Angela Adams forms), with an
unusual textural pattern, lines the wall behind the sink and
extends into the shower.
“There’s a little bit of unusual going on,” Nichols says,
adding that they really played with tile placement to get a
more interesting pattern.
The bottom of the shower is made of tiny marble squares,
(continued on next page)

More than one laptop or other device can be plugged into the
docking station, with its row of electric plugs and hidden wiring.

Everything for your Garden and More!

Fresh Sod from our Local Farm
Only $215 for 504 SF picked up,
with a 24 hour notice

Grass Farm

602 Palm Ave, Morgan Hill
 s WWWGRASSFARMCOM

Garden Accents

11155 Lena Ave., Gilroy
 s WWWGARDEN ACCENTSNET
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Fine Home Remodeling
Serving the San Francisco Bay Area & Peninsula.
We specialize in:
r"EEJUJPOT

r,JUDIFOCBUISPPN
remodeling & renovation

which are easily seen through the glass shower door.
The wall opposite the sink is painted a rich chocolatey
brown, coordinating with the vanity.
With the pink marble banished, a new bathroom and
game room added, the Nichols may be finished remodeling, at least for awhile. Of course, the landscaping needed
touching up after the construction was finished, so they
added a firepit and a free-standing barbecue. H&G

r$VTUPNDBCJOFUT

r*OUFSJPSDBSQFOUSZ

Resources:
Architect: Bob Flury, Flury Bryant Design Group,
Los Gatos, 408-356-5500, www.flurybryant.com
Building contractor: Randy Wenke, Wenke Construction,
Redwood City, 650-568-9410
Interior designer: Sarah Ray, S. Ray Design, Truckee,
530-214-0755, www.sraydesign.com

Over 24
years of
improving
Bay Area
homes
Call for an In–home consultation today
CSLB Contractor License # B623885

650-799-5521
www.ABWestConstruction.com

Goal of project:
Add a game room
and new bathroom,
remodel a bathroom

Size of home, lot:
Originally 1,430 sq ft on
14,195-sq-ft lot; now 3,165
sq ft, 3 BR, 3.5 BA

Unanticipated issues:
Needed to reinforce
foundation

Time to complete:
About six months

Year house built:
1953, remodeled in 2002
and later

Designed and built
to withstand
the test of time
s .EW (OMES
s 2EMODELING
s $ESIGN AND 0LANNING
s 2ESTORATION
s 'REEN "UILDING
s #ABINETRY AND -ILLWORK

Serving the peninsula since 1985.
3553 Haven Avenue, Suite 5, Menlo Park | (650) 854-8198 | Lic#475751
www.TheDouglassCompany.com
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Atherton Estate

147 Patricia Drive, Atherton
147patricia.com | Offered at $7,750,000

Michael Dreyfus,
Broker/CEO

Summer Brill,
Sales Associate

Noelle Queen,
Sales Associate

650.485.3476
michael.dreyfus@dreyfussir.com

650.701.3263
summer.brill@dreyfussir.com

650.427.9211
noelle.queen@dreyfussir.com

BRE 01121795

BRE 01891857

BRE 01917593

Downtown Palo Alto
728 Emerson Street,
Palo Alto
650.644.3474

Sand Hill Road
2100 Sand Hill Road,
Menlo Park
650.847.1141
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A fire pit is an integral part of the Katwans’ landscaping.

Resort living — at home
Easy maintenance landscaping
that makes a statement
by Maytal Mark / photos by Veronica Weber

D

inner and drinks in the Katwans’ backyard
looks and feels more like a vacation than a
backyard barbecue. Frequent hosts Alice and
Sam Katwan approached their landscaping project seven
months after an extensive home remodel with their favorite
lakeside location in mind: the Lone Eagle in Lake Tahoe.
From the fire pit, to the Jacuzzi, to the weatherproofed sofa
set, everything in the Katwan backyard encourages guests to
kick back and enjoy dinner, drinks and s’mores in what Alice
calls their “outdoor house.”
A party in the Katwan backyard usually starts with appetizers and drinks on the sofa chairs before moving to the
countertop island near the grill.
“We went with an island because we learned that in most

18 Fall 2013 | home + garden design

gatherings, that’s where people gather and talk,” Alice says,
adding that guests can easily keep Sam company while
he does the barbecuing. The granite-top island includes
cabinets and a refrigerator for storage as well as space for
recycling and trash bins.
From the grill-side island, guests eat dinner at a formal
table. “We sit and eat dinner but we don’t always want to
stay there,” Alice says, pointing to the black metal chairs
surrounding the detailed granite table. After digesting, the
party moves to the game court, which can be set up for
bocce ball, golf or a washer toss.
“We have three boys and it was really important for the
backyard to be able to incorporate the kids,” Alice says,
explaining that most adult guests enjoy playing games as
well. The game area also features turf grass, which Alice
says makes maintenance simple.
“Every time people would come over my husband would
have to spend an hour blowing, mowing, cleaning the lawn,”
Alice says. “Now no one even notices the difference, and
the kids vacuum it for us.”
Evenings generally end by the fire pit. “We’re always

H O M E + G A R D E N D E S I G N

The Katwans planned their backyard, above, with
both entertaining and family enjoyment in mind, from
gathering at the granite-topped island to trying out the
bocce ball court. A Jacuzzi, right, is sited behind the
bocce ba
ball court.

stocked up on s’mores,” Alice says, adding that
it’s a kid guest favorite.
Considering their frequent role as party hosts,
the Katwans aimed for easy maintenance landscaping that would make a statement.
“We didn’t want anything you would see in any
other yard,” Alice says. “We wanted a more tropical look and feel but to be able to maintain those
kinds of plants here.”
The palms and banana plants in the backyard
circle the main paved area reserved for lounging,
eating and talking.
The front yard also makes a statement with a
zig-zag front path and pavers for the driveway.
“Even through it was expensive, it’s different,”
Alice says. “Everyone does cement driveways.”
Hydrangeas and other unique plants hug the
pathway to the door, creating a welcoming
entrance.
(continued on next page)
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The Katwans also noticed
that party guests often enter
through the side entrance,
right into the backyard. They
spruced the pathway with
stepping stones and green
ground cover that sets the
tropical tone for arriving
guests. “(The side entrance)
is something that people
don’t always think about,
but it’s the first thing guests
see,” Alice says.
Incorporating stone, granite and brick, the Katwans’
backyard has a warm, lodgeresort feel.
“We have Lone Eagle,
Tahoe, and this is Lone
Eagle, Mountain View,”
Alice jokes. Both Alice and
Sam love the outdoor lighting when it gets dark.
“The icing on the cake
is in the evening when the
Guests can easily keep the host company while he barbecues on the grill, located behind the island.

(continued on page 22)

www.cityofpaloalto.org/water

I love finding ways to be
more water efficient.
People don’t realize that over half the water they use is being guzzled
up by their landscape. During hot summer weather that often means
nearly 600 gallons per day for the average single family home!
Watch fun videos and find links to free programs, workshops
and services —plus discover all the rebates available.

CityofPaloAlto.org/Water
—Catherine Elvert
Utility Account Representative, Water Programs
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9OUR PLACE
FOR INNER AND
OUTER HARMONY
CAMPBELL 408.871.8890
CORTE MADERA 415.924.6691
DANVILLE 925.866.6164

MOUNTAIN VIEW 650.964.7212
SAN CARLOS 650.508.8317
16 LOCATIONS IN CALIFORNIA, NEVADA & TEXAS

www.thehomeconsignmentcenter.com
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sun goes down and the lighting goes on,” Sam says. The
minimal lighting fence running along the sides of the yard
and the under-lit surfaces all combine in the evenings to
illuminate the patio.
Now a little over a year old, the Katwan backyard has
seen many guests come and go — some more reluctantly
than others. “We’ve had friends who come and they don’t
want to leave,” Sam says. H&G
Resources:
Contractor: Green Again Landscaping, Joe Sheetz,
650-444-4012
Granite: Quintals Granite & Marble Inc., 408-295-8233
Outdoor furniture: Front Gate, frontgate.com
Appliances: BBQ Guys, BBQguys.com

Size of home, lot:
3,000 sq ft on 8,600-sq-ft lot

Goal of project:
Make an outdoor house to
make entertaining outside
easy
Unanticipated issues:
Spending more than expected
Stepping stones and green ground cover set the tropical tone for
guests arriving through the side entrance.

Year house built:
1975

Time to complete:
2 months
Budget:
$75,000 budgeted; spent
$125,000

*

*
*

* Price is for unit only. Battery &
charger sold separately. Contact
dealer for details.
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Eliminating a seldom-used powder room allowed the kitchen to be squared off. The update includes glass-fronted cabinets, glass pulls and
marble counters, as well as up-to-date stainless-steel appliances.

Old vs. new

Moder
Modernizing
the kitchen, creating a garage/
studio, updates Professorville home

by Carol Blitzer / photos by Magali Gauthier

L

ike earlier projects undertaken to bring their 1909 home
up to modern-day standards, renovation of the kitchen
was a labor of love for Kathryn Dunlevie and Robert
Hayes.
Since 1994 the couple has restored (and improved)
their Professorville home, adding appropriate molding
and forced-air heating, removing the “world’s least efficient coat closet” and popping open the ceiling to create a
“grand back entrance vs. (something for) the seven dwarfs,”
Dunlevie says. They copied details from the living room
when adding columns in the bedroom (which hid old ducts),
and they added built-in drawers next to the bedroom that
parallel built-ins in the dining room.
The kitchen had been redone at least once since the turn
of the last century, but the end result was pink cabinets,
wood flooring to replace linoleum and an angled electric
stove.
The first thing to go was the adjacent “powder room,”
and a pocket door was added for access to the back hallway.
Getting rid of what Dunlevie referred to as the water closet
allowed them to square off the room, allowing more space
in their eat-in kitchen.
Dunlevie, an artist, pored over hand-drawn advertise24 Fall 2013 | home + garden design

ments from 1912 to get just the right feel, she says. The
result: glass-fronted cabinets that showcase her grandmother’s china, marble counter tops with beadboard backsplash
and glass pulls on the drawer fronts.
“I sweated every decision,” Dunlevie says.
Stainless-steel appliances do not hark back to 1909, but
include a Jenn-Air refrigerator with French doors on top
and a large freezer drawer below and a Bertazoni gas stove
with a Zephyr hood. A sheet of marble runs up the wall
behind the stove.
Every project has its tradeoffs: To contain the costs, the
couple kept the dishwasher and had the wood floors patched
and refinished. “We got the mid-range stove, in order to get
the (more costly) inset cabinet doors,” she says.
But they didn’t lose sight of the details, including adding
astragal trim molding (half round, with a flat strip on either
side) around windows and doors.
That attention to detail earned them a 2012 Reconstruction
Award from Palo Alto Stanford Heritage (PAST) for
rebuilding their detached garage. They had originally
intended to renovate the space, which Dunlevie uses as
her artist’s studio, but they soon discovered it was made of
scrap lumber and pieced-together cross beams.
When a piece of trim popped off, they called in a handyman to repair it, Dunlevie says, but he couldn’t find any-

Courtesy Kathryn Dunlevie
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The old kitchen featured an angled electric stove and
pink cabinets.

thing to nail the trim to, due to dry rot.
All had to come down, but the façade had to be
replicated in its original Mission Revival style,
and the new garage built into the exact footprint
of the old — only to current code.
“Now it’s warm and dry — and insulated,”
Dunlevie says. Plus, the roof is no longer slanting
up from one side, but symmetrically pitched with
skylights.
“Now it feels like Chartres,” she adds.
The exterior was finished with pebble-dash
stucco, to match the house, and lights were added
to each side.
While the garage project was completed, the
(continued on next page)

Dry-rot damage forced the complete rebuilding of the garage, top, which
functions as Kathryn Dunlevie’s art studio, below. The attention to detail
earned them a 2012 Reconstruction Award from Palo Alto Stanford Heritage
(PAST).
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kitchen was undertaken just a few months before a planned
home wedding.
“The Friday before the wedding there were 15 workmen
here,” Dunlevie says, but all was done by the February
big day. It helped that the contractor completed insulation
and Sheetrocking between Christmas and New Year’s, she
says.
After the wedding, Dunlevie and Hayes refurbished the
back porch, matching the original railing. H&G
Resources:
Architect: Judith Mattingly, Mattingly Thaler
Architecture, San Francisco,
www.matharch.com, 415-431-2848
Building contractor: John Merwin, Dimensional
Construction, Inc., Woodside, 650-261-1917,
www.dimensional-construction.com
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Goal of project:
Update awful kitchen; rebuild
garage

Size of home, lot:
About 3,000 sq ft on 7,500sq-ft lot

Unanticipated issues:
Dry rot in garage forced
complete rebuilding

Time to complete:
About 5 months

Year house built:
1909
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On being Earth friendly
Conserve water, plant natives, ditch the lawn, attract the right bugs
by Laxmi Natarajan, APLD

L
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Laxmi Natarajan

Laxmi Natarajan

ooking around me, I find a lot of roses
still blooming, the oleanders are looking spectacular and the bottle brush is
still a bright red with its delicate flowers
hanging out in the verdant tree. We are
so lucky to have such extended gardening
weather in the Bay Area.
This is the time though to get ready and transition into the
cool-weather gardening and focus on things to do during
the advent of the fall season. It is time to start amending the
soil, finish harvesting all the leftover tomatoes, plant coolseason vegetables like cauliflower and spinach.
A natural extension of being a gardener is the aspect of
being Earth-friendly. Reducing waste, reusing and recycling materials are all ways to be just that.
“Home is where one starts from,” said T.S. Eliot, and if
you are a gardener, your home garden is a wonderful place
to start. Here are some practical suggestions to get you on
the road to being green and eco-friendly in the garden.
The approach to a sustainable gardening mimics nature
where everything is recycled (water, debris, nutrients) endlessly. Water conservation, energy conservation, building
healthy soil, reducing garden waste, creating a wildlife
habitat for birds and insects are some of the keystones in a
green garden.
While planting new flora, consider choosing California
native plants or a mix of plants that are locally adapted.
This helps conserve water and requires less maintenance in
terms of fertilizers and pesticides. Another benefit is that
native birds, insects and other wildlife have evolved with
native-plant species and are able to use the fruits, nectars
and habitat these plants and trees provide. Select diseaseresistant plants and try to include plants that attract beneficial insects in the landscape.
Grow an organic garden. Organic
gardening is growing food/plants
without
using
chemical pesticides, herbicides
and inorganic fertilizers that pollute our soil and
water. It relies on
the use of beneficial insects, diversity of plants and
the use of compost
to supply the soil
with nutrients.
Eliminate
or
minimize lawns.
Lawns can be
beautiful and are
One can obtain a compost bin from local
a visual treat when
cities or counties to do home composting.

The last of tomatoes growing in a compost pile are kept in an old
unused recycle bin.

maintained well but they are also one of the serious offenders of the green philosophy. Lawns use up to 10 times more
toxic chemicals per acre than commercial farming. Use of
lawn mower for an hour creates as much air pollution as
driving a car 100 miles. The average 2,000-square-foot
lawn requires 10,000 gallons of water per month to maintain, the same amount of water in an average swimming
pool. So, if you need to have a lawn (maybe for children to
play), consider green-alternatives — make a smaller lawn
or consider low, hardy groundcovers and playground bark
or redwood bark.
Group your plants in the landscape by their water needs.
Install efficient irrigation systems (drip system, timers etc).
Use mulch in the garden to retain moisture and prevent drying out of the soil. If possible install rainwater collections
or a graywater system.
Build a healthy soil in your garden: Amend the soil with
compost. Add mulch to reduce weeds and to maintain moisture. Protect your soil from compaction. Reduce kitchen
and garden waste by investing in a compost bin and creating
an active compost pile and add that to create a fertile and
living soil.
Reuse pots, landscape materials like pavers, soil, lumber,
concrete (broken concrete blocks from driveway can be
reused to build dry walls). Explore the latest green concepts
(continued on page 30)
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such as permeable pavers and pervious concrete (to reduce
water runoff). You can find a lot of these used materials
on Craig’s list and eBay. Contact your local tree-trimming
company to see if they provide free mulch (chipped wood
and leaves from trimming the trees). They may not be the
best-looking mulch but they are free and go towards reusing
natural materials.
The best way to start a green garden is to adopt a few
measures at a time and start incorporating them into your
life little at a time.
Go green and stay cool! H&G
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Laxmi Natarajan is a garden and flora designer at Bagicha
(www.bagicha.com) and is a member of Association of
Professional Landscape Designers (APLD). She can be
contacted at 650-703-9756.
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Total Price For Labor On Standard Couch or Chair
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